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October Continues in San Diego:

Ian Doescher 
William Shakespeare’s  
The Force Doth Awaken 

Wednesday, October 11 at 7:30pm

Peter V. Brett 
The Core

Thursday, October 12 at 7:30pm

Grady Hendrix
Paperbacks from Hell: The Twisted 
History of ‘70s and ‘80s Horror 
Fiction

Friday, October 13 at 7:30pm

Kathleen Kaufman 
The Lairdbalor

Saturday, October 14 at 2:00pm

Kali Wallace 
The Memory Trees

Saturday, October 14 at 4:00pm

Adriana Mather 
Haunting the Deep

Saturday, October 14 at 4:00pm

Maggie Stiefvater 
All the Crooked Saints

Sunday, October 15 at 2:00pm

C.B. Lee 
Not Your Villain

Sunday, October 15 at 4:00pm

Loren Rhoads 
199 Cemeteries to See Before  
You Die

Friday, October 20 at 7:30pm

Nikki Katz 
The Midnight Dance

Saturday, October 21 at 2:00pm

Sisters in Crime San Diego Chapter Meeting  
with Neal Griffin & Cornelia Feye
Saturday, October 21 at 4:00pm

Horror Writers Association of San Diego 
present California Screamin’
Sunday, October 22 at 2:00pm

Bruce Campbell 
Hail to the Chin: Further Confessions 
of a B-Movie Actor!

Thursday, October 26 at 7:00pm
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Science-Fiction & Fantasy 
An Unkindness of Magicians by Kat Howard

In An Unkindness of Magicians, Kat 
Howard imagines a war among the magical 
families of New York City, conducted by 
duels brilliant, gorgeous, and fatal, to 
decide which of the Houses will rule the 
rest. Breaking into this circle of genteel 
violence is Sydney, the novel’s heroine, an 
outsider of extraordinary magical ability--
and rage. For Sydney knows, bitterly and 
personally, the dreadful secret of the 
magical aristocrats’ power. Follow Sydney 

as she pursues her vengeance and fights to free the magical 
world of corruption, in a tale that is exciting, imaginative, and 
dark. Magic has its price. Even Sydney must pay it. Highly 
recommended! – David
An October Fantastic First Pick from Saga Press, $25.99.

The Refrigerator Monologues  
by Catherynne M. Valente, Illustrated by Annie Wu
“Let’s have terrible things happen to a significant woman in the 
protagonist’s life in order to provide the protagonist with 
motivation” is neither a new trope, nor one exclusive to comics 
storytelling, but the medium is rife with examples thereof, six of 
which are brilliantly tweaked just enough to avoid existing in 
any particular comic universes in this powerful collection. The 
characters in Valente’s stories are angry, sad, and fully aware of 
the way in which they previously existed less as characters in 
their own right, than as plot devices – just one of the topics they 
discuss in the strange limboland they exist in, where they 
periodically gather as the Hell Hath Club in the Lethe Café to 
recount their tales.  – Maryelizabeth
Saga, $19.99.

River of Teeth by Sarah Gailey
The basis for this story is a plan that our 
government came up in the early 1900’s to 
import hippos into the Louisiana rivers and 
marshlands to be bred for a possible meat 
source. Nevermind that they are ferocious 
creatures with very strong jaws, capable of 
killing a person pretty darned fast. Bad idea 
rejected. River of Teeth takes place in an 
alternate 1890’s America where feral 
hippos have run amok in the bayous. 
Professional hippo wranglers are hired to 

clear out a particular bayou where a gambling ship abides.  The 
leader, Winslow Houndstooth, his faithful hippo Ruby, and his 
crew are on the job. Yes, we have man-eating hippo mayhem in 
the old west. The tame hippos are ridden rather like horses and 
can navigate the waterways so their riders can search for the 
deadly feral hippos and hopefully herd them away from 
populated areas. What ensues is a clever and violent caper, 
where Houndstooth and his crew are trying to make their fortune 
by taking on a very, very dangerous job. Just go ahead and 
suspend your disbelief. Your reward is a thoroughly enjoyable 
caper that comes with a big bite. – Linda
Tor.com trade paper original, $14.99.

Young Adult & Kids
The Dreadful Tale of Prosper Redding  
by Alexander Bracken
Growing up in his small town, Prosper Redding always knew one 
thing: that among the illustrious and famous Redding family, he 
was extraordinarily unexceptional. That is, until he finds out that a 
400 year old demon set out to curse his family is actually living 
inside him. NBD. Now Prosper has to find a way to rid himself of 
the fiend without hurting himself in the process or caving into the 
fiend’s incessant demands to strike a deal for his soul. But as he 
teams up with a young witch and as his relationship with the 
demon Alastor grows, Prosper begins to realize that things in the 
demon underworld might be circling out of control.  Between its 
Autumn setting, ancient family curses, witchy friends, and 
sarcastic demons, The Dreadful Tale of Prosper Redding is perfect 
Halloween reading. I adored this book! – Kelly
Disney-Hyperion, $16.99.

Hunted by Meagan Spooner
It seldom happens that you read the right 
book at exactly the right time in your 
life, but when you do it is a magical moment 
you don’t forget. Hunted is not only well 
written but an individual amongst retellings 
that took that final step into becoming a 
story that stands on its own without any 
knowledge of the original inspiration needed 
to fall in love with it. The story and 
dynamics between the Beauty and the Beast 
are refreshing and captivating. They both 

have growth throughout the tale and their story is one that called 
to my soul as it began to unravel into an ending that speaks 
perfectly to how many of us have felt at one point or another in 
our lives. Hunted holds the darker, richer notes found in older 
fairy tales that weave you into their world and pull at your 
heartstrings in an aching manor. I was not expecting to fall in love, 
but whole heartedly did, with these characters as well as the 
author’s eloquent writing. It’s a beautiful story with a strong 
female protagonist and the roles of the Hunted and hunter are 
constantly shifting in an exquisite dance. – Constance
Harper Teen, $17.99.

Wonder Woman: Warbringer: DC Icons  
by Leigh Bardugo
Warbringer ably sits in the sweet spot of the Venn diagram 
between established fans of the tales of Diana, Amazon Princess 
of Themyscria, and those who may not have experienced her 
stories beyond her role in the biggest box office smash of 
summer 2017. Teenage Diana is struggling to define herself on 
the mystical island, inhabited by warrior women of all cultures, 
transported there after their deaths in battle. Diana’s rescue of 
contemporary teen Alia is a literally earth-shaking violation of 
the island’s laws – she is advised by the Oracle to let Alia, a 
descendant of Helen of Troy, first of the haptandra, the 
Warbringers, die, in order to reduce world-wide strife. Diana 
defies the Oracle and leaves the island with Alia, determined to 
try to put an end to the curse of her lineage. This is a great story 
of female friendships, and difficult choices. – Maryelizabeth
Random House Teens, $18.99.

Meet our Booksellers
Rob: 
Rob is a proud SF geek, horror connoisseur, writer, and long-
time bookseller with a special place in his black little heart for 
the strange, baroque and bizarre. 
 
David: 
An unlikely child of reason and romance, David loves science 
fiction and fantasy--anything surprising, beautiful, and true. 
 
Kelly: 
Kelly is a reader of all things fantastic: from children’s fantasy 
literature (especially Harry Potter) to modern fantasy to 
medieval literature. Dark, lush, magical, and folk/ fairy-tale 
stories are sure to capture her heart.  
 
Linda: 
Linda enjoys: urban fantasy, especially kick-ass chicks, fast-
paced chase novels, something completely different & 
surprising, and anything with a sense of humor, especially if 
it’s weird or twisted.

 

Constance: 
Strong characterization, imperfect but kick-ass protagonists, 
plots that hold you captive, and beautiful prose are just some of 
the things that make a great book for Constance. 

Maryelizabeth: 
Maryelizabeth reads across all of Mysterious Galaxy’s genres 
and media (prose, sequential art, ebooks, and occasionally 
audiobooks), with an emphasis on sociological fiction.

Terry: 
Terry loves to discover new authors, new ideas, and new 
genres with compelling characters and plots that move her.
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An Enchantment of Ravens  
by Margaret Rogerson
Margaret Rogerson’s An Enchantment of 
Ravens is a lovely, remarkable exploration 
of the heart of magic. Isobel paints the Fair 
Folk’s portraits, in exchange for useful 
spells and cantrips. When her portrait of 
Rook, the Autumn Prince, violates all 
taboos and discloses his secret human 
feelings of sorrow, Isobel is seized and 
taken to Fairie to answer for her crime. 

The novel artfully balances human qualities against fay ones: 
mortality and immortality, human craft and fairy magic, peasant 
life and fairy aristocracy. And though separated by all these 
aspects, Isobel and Rook are still drawn to each other, in an 
impossible love. This extraordinary book, on the level 
of Jonathan Strange & Mr Norrell or Lud-in-the-Mist, is the 
author’s debut novel. True magic. – David
Margaret K. McElderry Books, $17.99.

Akata Warrior by Nnedi Okorafor
Sunny Nwazue was introduced to fantasy 
readers in Akata Witch, in which the 
Nigerian-American 12-year-old with 
albinism discovered that the differences 
between her New York City birthplace and 
the home she shares with her Igbo parents 
in Nigeria are separated by more than just 
cultural differences. Sunny is a member of 
the magic-wielding Leopard People; in 

addition to attending traditional school and playing soccer, she 
attends a magical school with other Leopard People students, and 
lives a life beyond her family’s scope. When Sunny experiences 
troubling dreams, she is informed that they are portents of a 
significant ecological disaster – one she and her allies can take 
action against, if Sunny can get herself out of the difficulties she’s 
created with her teacher by breaking the rules of her magic. 
Nnedi’s integration of multiple cultures and magical systems, 
including both Nigerian magic and creations of her own 
invention, will delight readers of all ages. – Maryelizabeth
Viking, $18.99.

Mystery
The Trick by Emanuel Bergmann
Prague, 1934. As the world descends into war around him, a 
young boy named Mosche finds wonder and magic in a 
traveling circus act. The Trick follows young Mosche as he 

leaves his world—and his Jewish identity—behind to join the 
circus as a stage magician. In alternating chapters we watch 
Mosche grow into adulthood in world ravaged by hate as 
modern day 10 year old Max seeks out the now elderly, 
cantankerous magician in attempt to restore his family. Two 
boys. Two stories. Two lives converging into one poignant and 
utterly absorbing story of love and hate, rejection and 
belonging, defeat and victory. Like a true magician, Bergmann 
casts a spell, weaving a tale that will make us all believe in the 
eternal magic of storytelling. – Kelly
Atria Books, $26.99.

Forever and a Death  
by Donald Westlake
Although the blurb and cover photo on the 
book indicates that Forever and a 
Death was based on a possible James 
Bond story, it was rewritten by Westlake 
when the script was not chosen for a Bond 
film.  Instead, he turned it into a wonderful 
espionage / chase thriller with bad guy 
businessman Richard Curtis seeking 
revenge on Hong Kong, after Chinese rule 

was restored and he was no longer welcome there. He has hired 
engineer George Manville to create a method of leveling land 
on an island using a wave created by explosions. The first use of 
this technique is on an island to be developed into a resort. It 
will cause an oscillating wave that will turn the island, basically 
landfill and coral reefs, into “mud soup”. The results will make 
it easier and cheaper to develop. Pick up this unexpected 
treat, Forever and a Death, because Donald Westlake was a 
great storyteller. You won’t be disappointed if you are looking 
for a fun, escapist thriller. – Linda
Hard Case Crime, $22.99.

Bannerless by Carrie Vaughn
A civilization of survivors in a future 
version of the United States’ West Coast – 
which has been ravaged by extreme 
weather and other consequences of human 
behavior – recognize the importance of 
strict shared behavioral guidelines, 
including population control, to create a 
survivable environment. But even in a 
time of enforced social contracts, there are 

occasional violations, and a need for law enforcement 
professionals, called investigators. Her first significant case, 
investigating the suspicious death of a man in a nearby town, is 
further complicated when it reunites investigator Enid with a 

past lover. This cross-genre work will appeal to both SF and 
mystery readers.  – Maryelizabeth
John Joseph Adams trade paper original, $14.99.

Gone to Dust by Matt Goldman
I admit it. I am a sucker for a smart, sexy, 
funny, damaged private detective in a 
small town setting. And that is what I have 
found in Goldman’s excellent, engrossing 
debut. Niles Shapiro made a reputation for 
himself by solving a case that eluded the 
police several years ago. This, in 
combination with his long-time friendship 
with Edina Police detective Anders 
Ellegaard, brings him into a case involving 

a local woman who has been murdered in her home under 
unusual circumstances in the quiet town of Edina, Minnesota. 
Niles has lived in Edina all his life, knows his way around the 
frozen terrain, and is in touch with most of the locals. In fact, 
some of the people from his past become major suspects as he 
investigates this crime through the freezing and icy Minnesota 
winter. Goldman is an Emmy Award-winning television writer 
whose credits include writing for Seinfeld and Ellen. All of this 
makes for an entertaining and lively read. I can hardly wait for 
the second book in this sure-to-be-a-hit series. –Terry 
Forge, $25.99.

Horror
Secrets of the Weird by Chad Stroup
If Clive Barker and William S. Burroughs spawned a love child, 
you’d discover her secret self in Secrets of the Weird. We meet 
Trixie, a transgender woman on the streets of Sweetville, 
desperate to earn enough cash to finish her transition. The city 
Trixie haunts is a nightmare Pleasure Island, roamed by punks, 
prostitutes, and neo-Nazis, frosted with a heavy dose of the 
drug, Sweet Candy. A hive-mind of gaunt mutants, nicknamed 
Withering Wyldes, whose sexless husks emerge from chemical 
cocoons, take obsession with body image to morbid extremes. 
The Angelghoul leads a cannibal cult to “Consumption 
Enlightement,” holding up a black mirror to mindless 
consumerism. Identical twin narcissists with an investment 
empire, turn their appetites on each other like a self-consuming 
snake. In this funhouse of mirrors, Trixie finds true love, falling 
for a straight-edge punk who wants to save the world. She hides 
the flesh she loathes from him, fearing rejection. When a dwarf 
surgeon offers Trixie her final solution, she’ll have to decide if 
the knife is her friend or foe.  Stroup’s writing is beautiful; his 
visons dangerous. “Reassign, realign, redefine.”  – Rob
Grey Matter Press trade paper original, $18.95.

Fantastic Firsts this October

Science Fiction
An Unkindness of 
Magicians  
by Kat Howard
“When a darkness starts 
making the magic of NYC 
disappear the only one with 
the power to save it wants to 
let it be destroyed.”

Mystery/Thriller
The Blind  
by A.F. Brady
“A psychological 
mind bender where the 
roles of patient and 
doctor become blurred 
beyond recognition.”

Young Adult 
An Enchantment of 
Ravens by Margaret 
Rogerson
“A perfect blend of Faerie 
danger and romance, and a 
book that swept me up in full 
enchantment. A gorgeous 
debut.” - Bookseller Kelly

SF/Fantasy PBO
The Tiger’s 
Daughter by K. 
Arsenault Rivera
“Rich, expansive, 
and grounded in 
human truth...simply 
exquisite.” --V. E. 
Schwab

Mystery PBO
Dead in the Water  
by Denise Swanson
“When Scumble River is 
hit by a disastrous 
tornado the tragic death 
of  a town councilman 
might prove more 
sinister than everyone 
originally thought.”

Mysterious Galaxy’s Fantastic Firsts program is our  
book club that brings you new and exciting reads each  
month at a 20% discount. It’s easy, pick your favorite 

genre (SF/Fantasy, YA, Mystery, Cozy) and receive  
an awesome read each month! 

We can ship it to your door or you can pick it up in store.  
To learn more, talk to any of our booksellers, call us at  

858-268-4747, or check us out online at mystgalaxy.com


